
The following is a list of some of the significant community issues addressed by this station for the quarter specified. The listing is

by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear intented to imply any degree of priority or significance

of the issues.

QUARTERLY ISSUES LIST FOR STATION KCAW-FM Quarter 4 of 2020 (year)

ISSUE DESCRIPTION PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE/TIME DURATION DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT

Example: New Dog Leash Law Ken's 7:00 AM Newscast 7/4/2003 7:00 :45 Tape: Mary Jones urges council to pass law

1 Tenakee's first covid news 10/6/2020 1:30 In addition to new elected officials, Tenakee

got it's first covid positive.

2 Sitka 'bear surge' is normal news 10/9/2020 2:40 ADF&G biologist explains that the uptick

in bear activity in Sitka is normal.

3 Kake eyes biomass energy news 10/16/2020 3:37 Kake has tried hydro and solar; now 

looking at a new design in biomass.

4 Blue Lake turbidity falls news 10/27/2020 1:00 As rains ease up, Blue Lake reservoir 

turbidity returns to safe levels.

5 Cruise ships at industrial park news 11/6/2020 3:33 Sitka's industrial park may get seven

cruise ship calls in 2021.

6 Old, new faces in tribal elections news 11/12/2020 1:00 Woody Widmark returns as Sitka Tribal

Council chairman.

7 Freight rates will bump trash cost news 11/19/2020 4:32 AML's announcement of increased freight

charges will affect Sitka's trash costs.

8 No covid restrictions in Sitka news 11/25/2020 4:20 Despite upward trend in COVID-19, Sitka 

assembly opts for no restrictions.

9 Rescue crew faces tough flight news 12/4/2020 3:04 Coast Guard helo crew has narrow window

to search for landslide survivors.

10 State silent on BC metals mine news 12/10/2020 3:56 Alaska DEC offers no comment on BC mine

permit that is larger than Pebble.

11 First vaccine administered news 12/16/2020 1:30 Sitka first responders are first in line for

coronavirus vaccine.

12 Four boaters rescued Xmas Eve news 12/28/2020 1:00 While Sitkans nestled snug in their beds, the

Coast Guard rescued four stranded boaters.


